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I. INTRODUCTION

The Cayman Islands are three small Caribbean Islands lying

about 150 miles south of Cuba and 200 miles west of Jamaica. This

location has offered a physical and social link to the United States of

America only 500 miles distant. The Capital, George Town, lies on the

western end of the largest island, Grand Cayman. With about 6,000 of

the 18,000 total population resident in this area, George Town is the

economic and governmental centre of the islands. Today the islands

remain a British colony with a history, geography and social context

that differs greatly from most Caribbean islands.

These islands have known waves of development in the last 20

years usually directed by external forces. As a result, not only are

most developments inappropriate for a tropical island, but their

influence has, over the years, chipped away at social and traditional

institutions. It has now become imperative that a swift and definite

hand uncover appropriate issues of urban design and a value system that

can be implemented through the planning process.

George Town, as a result of the past model of development, is

now plagued with a myriad of problems. It has become synonymous

with traffic and parking problems, lack of trees to provide shade, no

exterior spaces and the lack of diversity. Periodic phases of multi-

storey buildings have carved away more and more of the original fabric

and provided an identity easily found in any other small developed town

in the world.

It is now essential that this course be checked and the

alternative for urban growth more appropriate for a Caribbean Island,

and the Cayman Islands in particular, be presented. The significance of

this search becomes greater when one realizes that the sister island,

Cayman Brae, is about to move into a period of development and

currently has only George Town as a model.

This thesis seeks to examine the current urban situation in

George Town, determining the changes that have occurred over time, to

examine the existing problems and their effect on the character of the

urban environment. The research will serve as a platform for the

development of urban patterns and planning guides for George Town

keys to the future of the town.

What should, however, remain clear is that George Town is the

economic centre for the banking and tourist industries, the only two of

economic importance in the Cayman Islands. As the quality of George

Town declines—and it will, if the current development patterns and

planning apathy continue—these two crucial industries will be seriously

threatened. As tourist destinations compete on an increasing scale, the

Cayman Islands will need to present an increasing challenge to remain a

popular choice. This challenge should be seen as imperative and long

overdue considering that the islands have few historical buildings,

museums, crafts or interesting geographical features.



II. BACKGROUND

The search for suitable solutions to the urban context of George

Town must begin with the discovery of the history, social and economic

conditions, geography and climate of the Cayman Islands.

(1) History

The Cayman Islands have a history unlike any other Caribbean

island, due mainly to the lack of large areas of fertile land, a factor

which restricted large plantations and hence, a major slave trade.

The islands were sighted by Christopher Columbus on the 10th of

May, 1303. Due to the abundance of turtles found in the sea and on the

shores, he appropriately named the 'Las Tortugas', "The Turtles." By

1330, the name "Caymanas" from the Carib word for the crocodile

family, had replaced Columbus' 'Tortugas' on maps. These islands,

unlike others further east, were completely uninhabited even by the

regional Amerindians when Columbus sighted them.

Once discovered and charted, the islands remained unexplored,

unsettled and almost forgotten. They became a base for buccaneers

and other rogues plying the region, as well as a revictualling stop for

the French, Spanish, Dutch and English ships that were involved in

colonizing and defending the other Caribbean Islands. The Spanish, who

had colonized all other islands in the western Caribbean, saw no reason

to colonize these small rocky islets of few natural resources. Hence,

they remained un-colonized and accessible to anyone who wanted to

visit them for food and use them as a haven.

When the English, led by Admiral Penn and General Venables

invaded and took Jamaica from the Spanish in 1655, they also took

control of the Caymans. It is not very clear who first inhabited the

islands, but we find HirstC?) documenting from "Minutes of the Council

of Jamaica" that some sixteen years after the English took control, the

people living in the Caymans were requested by the Jamaican Governor

to return to Jamaica because it was impossible to defend them against

the Spaniards and buccaneers who still frequented these islands.

The Cayman Islands remained a haven for pirates until the

1730'5. Although these pirates never lived there permanently, the

possibility of them returning at their whim restrained others from

colonizing Cayman.

With the decline of such activity in the mid-eighteenth century,

permanent settlement occurred on Grand Cayman, with land tenure

finally being recognized by the Jamaican government. The lesser

Caymans remained uninhabited until 1833 when three families from

Grand Cayman boldly moved to Cayman Brae, eventually establishing a

thriving coconut industry.

During the nineteenth century, Caymanians grew restless with

their connections to Jamaica, although they remained unceasingly loyal

to the British throne. Unhappy with the neglect by the Jamaican

government and angered by the reduced visits of ships bringing supplies

to the islands, the Caymanians requested their own resident official.
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Although many letters and requests on the subject were sent to

Jamaica, it was not until 1898 that the settlers received a resident

official; and indeed, not until 1907, with the arrival of Commissioner

Hirst, did the first infrastructural projects get underway. With the

construction of roads, administrative and other governmental buildings,

and with schools and churches completed during his term of office,

Cayman experienced its first taste of development.

From this point on, however, the development of Cayman slowed

significantly due to World Wars I and II and the depression of the 1930's

in the United States which adversely affected the frequent and heavy

trade Cayman had established with its neighbours. The Islands

remained "the islands that time forgot" until the 1950's and the advent

of an airport. This major development gave the Caymanian seamen

easy access to other countries for work on foreign ships, and of

paramount importance, signalled the beginning of the tourist trade.

With the mid-sixties extension to the airport and the development of

new finance laws that allowed the offshore banking business to flourish,

the Cayman Islands and its capital, George Town, began to experience

unprecedented waves of modern growth.

Today the Cayman Islands continue to witness the arrival of a

constant stream of tourists and those seeking the services of the

financial centre. Future development at this point in time seems

almost certain.

(2) Economic Development

When Columbus discovered the Cayman Islands in 1303, it was

noted that, with the abundance of turtle in the surrounding waters, it

might have been possible to navigate to Cayman by them at night, using

only their sounds. This heavy population of turtle did not go unnoticed,

for we find, over the next 130 years, ships of Dutch, English, French

and Spanish nationalities visiting the islands for fresh turtle meat. It

has been suggested by an historian that the history of the entire

Caribbean region would probably have been different had it not been for

the revictualling found in the Caymans, with specific reference to

turtle meat which provided the main source of protein for ships plying

the region.

The turtle seekers were, however, not the only ones to arrive at

this time. We have seen that pirates and buccaneers frequented the

islands because their low-lying nature offered a safe anchorage and

hide-out. These two groups formed part of the first permanent settlers

who arrived in the 1720's and, together with deserters from the English

army in Jamaica and shipwrecked sailors, made up a curious mixture

indeed.

The Cayman turtle population was eventually depleted and with

this turn of events, Caymanians went further afield for turtles, to Cuba

and the coast of Central America. With a tradition of shipbuilding and

seamanship, the islanders traded with the United States and other

adjacent lands. This trade was important because it provided
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Caymanians with materials and goods not available locally. By 1906,

out of a scant population of 5,000, nearly 1,500 men were at sea, a fact

which shows the importance of this facet of Cayman's past on the

economy and social thought.

The seafaring tradition for which Caymanians are renowned

continued for a century or more, with seamen sending the greater

portion of their wages home to their families. The advent of banking,

affiliated construction and tourists, spurred by new financial laws and

the addition of a jet strip in the mid-1960'5, have given these men, and

indeed all Caymanians, the opportunity to find lucrative employment on

the island, a change which forced seamanship to take a low priority in

the economic life of the islands.

The Cayman Islands are now known as a popular tourist

destination with over 400,000 tourists arriving (230,000 by cruise ship)

in 1983, contributing some U.S. $BO million directly to the economy.

The islands' reputation as a banking centre and tax haven is world wide

and estimated of up to U.S. $5OO billion per year are transferred

through their banks. Although these industries can remain fairly

invisible on trade sheets, they keep the work force fully employed.

(3) Geography

The Cayman Islands are located in the Caribbean Sea, between

19° 15'N and 19° 44'N latitude, and 79° 44' W. and 81° 27' W. longitude

(Illustration 1). The islands are an outcrop of the Cayman Ridge, a

range of submarine mountains extending from the Sierra Maestra range

of Cuba westward to the Misteriosa Bank near Belize.

Grand Cayman is the largest and with 16,000 people, the most

populated island. (Illustration 2) It is located 150 miles south of Cuba

and 180 miles west-northwest of Jamaica, making Grand Cayman the

most remote island in the entire Caribbean. It is approximately 22

miles in length and 8 miles at maximum width. The most striking

topographical feature is a shallow reef-protected sound on the north

side, 7 1/2 miles long by 6 miles wide, almost cutting the island in two.

Grand Cayman is a low-lying island, its highest elevation being only 60

feet.

Cayman Brae, only 14 square miles in area, lies about 90 miles to

the northeast of Grand Cayman. Some 12 miles long by a little over 1

mile wide,its most striking feature is a massive central limestone bluff

rising to a 140-foot shear cliff at the eastern tip of the island.

Separated from the Brae by a 7-mile channel is Little Cayman.

It is the least populated and measured only 10 miles long and under 2

miles at its widest point. This 10-square-mile island rises only to a

height of 40 feet at its maximum elevation, but boasts beautiful salt

water flats, a haven for bone fishing experts.

The Caymans are formed entirely of calcareous rocks of two

basic types, (i) An older limestone forming the central portion of each

island and (ii) a formation of consolidated coral, sand and marl, with

some limestone which forms a low coastal terrace around the islands

and is known locally as "ironshore." This is seen extensively in the
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George Town area.

More recent deposits are living coral reefs, which almost

surround Grand Cayman and Little Cayman, but exist only to a limited

extent around Cayman Brae.

(4) Climate

The Cayman Islands are located in the tropical zone, however,

the weather is generally pleasant. Northeastern breezes cushion the

hottest days and temperatures become uncomfortable only when the

wind veers to the south or southeast. From May to October the

temperature ranges from 73°F to 90°F, rainfall being heaviest during

this period (averaging about 30 inches annually in George Town). From

November to April the temperature is generally 10° lower during the

coolest nights with daytime temperatures rising to about 80°F. The

highest recorded temperature, 93°F, occurred in the years 1976, 1977

and 1979.

The most severe weather usually occurs during northwesterly

gales (cold front moving south from North America) or during the

hurricane season. The last direct hit by a hurricane occurred in 1944,

with the last severe one being 12 years earlier, in 1932. Winds in this

terrible hurricane, estimated at 200 mph, unleashed incredible damage

to the flora, fauna and the built environment. Important hurricanes in

recent years occurred in 1876, 1903, 1917, 1932 and 1944 with some

destroying 90% or more of the houses on the islands and occasioning

other considerable damage and loss of life.

Such severe weather has had an important effect on the built

environment, pressuring people to build on the land-side of roads that

follow the coastline. This phenomenon can be easily seen in George

town where, due to a lack of an exposed reef, development on Harbour

Drive was restricted generally to the east side.

(5) Social

The Caymans at present consist of a potpourri of people. Their

history, which allowed a curious mix of seafarers, pirates, Europeans

and slaves to become the original settlers, has created a social

structure probably defying regular characterization and leading to a

society free of traditional racial conflicts and economic problems that

plague the remainder of the Caribbean.

Until the 19605, Cayman remained a quiet society. There was

little to do outside fishing and boat building and the small population

remained closely knit. Housing, food and clothing were available for

the majority although the society in general remained a poor one by

most standards. This was to change radically over the next two

decades, a change attributed to the fact that the Islands chose to

remain a British colony with non-party politics, and with their close

proximity to North America, their gentle English-speaking society and

laws, the possibility to become a worldwide tourist destination and

banking centre was realized in record time.

The ensuing development created a financial success by any

standards. The Caymans' prosperity now outranks all other Caribbean
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Islands and can be more easily identified with that of its neighbor, the

United States. Boasting an excellent telephone and electrical system as

well as full employment (less than 200 of the 18,000 residents seek

employment), the Caymans display a consumer-oriented society. One

of two persons owns an automobile, 64% of the homes are owner-

occupied, with almost 70% holding no mortgages. Fifty percent of

these homes have at least one television set, of which over 25% in

Grand Cayman are enhanced by satellite receiving equipment. More

than 75% of all households spend more than S2OO per week - this, in a

society where the cost of living is over 20% higher than in the United

States.

As more and more wealth arrived on the island and personal

transportation became readily available, original community loyalty and

closeness have given way to neighborhood apathy. People very rarely

walk or visit neighbors, preferring to drive greater distances in search

of entertainment. This change is no better observed than in the district

garden parties. Once, a day-long display of district pride, these parties

in aid of the churches, were a showcase of agricultural products and

social traditions. With the entire energy of the district focused on the

events, almost everything else stopped for this social event of the year.

Today, garden parties are little more than food sales and most district

adults remain at work in George Town during the day or are

preoccupied with other business ventures.

Thus, as wealth and foreign influences have arrived, there have

been great changes in the social patterns of the islands. Money for

frequent shopping visits to Miami, Florida, for new cars or large houses,

has been responsible, over the last 20 years, for the gradual

disappearance of local traditions, all but burying them with

consumerism.

(6) George Town

Although George Town is undoubtedly the center of the Cayman

Islands, it has not always held this distinction.

In the early years, the lack of an exposed reef made George

Town easy prey for pirates and exposed it to the full impact of

northwest gales. Prospect, a seaside community 4 miles to the east,

was the capital during the 16th and 17th centuries. Prospect had very

fertile land and a protected harbour, but as the danger of piracy

decreased, the protection offered by the reef became more of a

hindrance than a help. This coupled with a diminishing population, lack

of roads and a decreasing harbour depth, caused Prospect to lose its

prominence in favour of George Town.

George Town became the capital of Grand Cayman towards the

close of the 18th century, owing in part, to its claim to the best harbour

on the island, its proximity to the North Sound (an alternative

anchorage), large tracts of fertile land and ease in obtaining water from

wells. Despite its natural attributes, George Town remained basically a

small fishing village until late in the 19th century. Shipbuilding had

become important, but little else was held to its credit. The 1880 s saw
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the advent of phosphate mining in George Town.

This period brought economic growth to the capital. Houses

were built, transportation improved and as the exportation of

phosphates increased, so did the quality of life, as comments,

"there was no need in the Cayman Islands for the word unemployed!"

Five years later, with the discovery of phosphates in Florida, the

operation closed and George Town's growth was checked.

Only with the arrival of Commissioner Hirst in 1907 did the

capital see any real development. The layout and construction of Elgin

Avenue, Mary Street, Crewe Road, all between 1907 and 1908, along

with new building construction, gave George Town what was to be the

foundation of its urban form.

By the 1920 s Elmslie Memorial Church, the Old Court House, and

the Town Hall had been built, the latter as a peace memorial. George

Town was to remain in this state until the late 1930 s when the Library,

Post Office and Clock Tower were constructed. A special report, "The

Changing Face of George Town" (Northwester, June described

the capital in 1946 as consisting mainly of wooden buildings, "a few

homes and other structures here and there among the trees and bush.

The roads were narrow, there were few cars and at evening time, the

men sat along the sea wall chatting, arguing, discussing the important

events of the day." Although its existence seems simple and almost

idealistic, the Northwester noted that "this peaceful, sleepy town kept

commerce and government in action and even then was the hub of

activity to which folk from other districts travelled to shop and do their

little business."

George Town's next phase of development began in 1932 with the

construction of the Owen Roberts Airport. This one event became

significant because it opened up the islands internationally and thus

served as the catalyst for a vibrant tourist industry.

Undoubtedly, the capital, saw its greatest growth in the late

1960 s and early 1970 s when an extension to the airstrip allowed the

landings of jet aircraft. This, coupled with the introduction of an

offshore banking system, spurred the largest programme of construction

the islands had ever seen. Construction of office buildings raced

forward in accordance with demand. This was paralleled by government

in an attempt to keep up with development. Construction of prestigious

buildings, such as the Courts Building, the Administration Building and

the Legislative Assembly Building, followed by the Police Headquarters

Building, as well as modern port facilities to handle increased imports,

all took place in record time and without an overall plan in place

(Illustration 3). At this time, it was already obvious to many people

that this type of development would create problems in the future, but

many a cry went unanswered. The general public resisted and criticized

government's early attempts to create a long-term development plan,

thereby keeping George Town on its perilous path.

The 1980 s have seen development move outward onto Mary

Street, Eastern Avenue and Shedden Road, as well as along the West
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Bay road, due to decrease in available land in central downtown. With

this trend, the future of George Town is now in question. It is obvious,

at this point, that the lack of quality planning and public resistance to

such planning have produced an urban situation in which several

demanding issues need to be immediately addressed - issues of

character, scale, traffic and parking, diversity, pedestrian use and

climate, to name but a few. It has become important to realize a

suitable model of urban growth that can be applied to George Town

before it begins to show the crime, graffiti, and dirt that now

characterize many downtown areas in larger developed countries.

ILLUSTRATION #3
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III. APPROACH

While it is not difficult to realize that an urban context is askew,

it is substantially more difficult to formulate a plan of approach that

would indeed uncover problems that could be analyzed.

While many problems are physical, there are just as many that

are social, traditional or economic in nature. These may manifest

themselves as physical realities or may be all but hidden from general

view.

Several methods were used to uncover this information. As this

thesis was being prepared overseas, it was considered that a visual data

bank would be essential to the generation of concepts. The author

collected over 600 slides of the study area. These slides were taken

over many weeks of the summer of 1985. Sets were generated on days

when cruise ships passengers were on the island and others on days when

there were none. As George Town is a major tourist destination, it was

thought that it would be imperative to see if problems which occurred

during days when large tourists populations were on foot in the capital,

did not exist at other times. A set was also compiled of the capital in

the hours immediately after the end of the business day. This was an

attempt to document the functions of George Town unrelated to work.

These slides made it possible to study areas of the capital as it changed

over time. It also allowed the study of visual data over a greater period

of time than the author could have spent on the island, and also became

a source that constantly provided clues to solutions as questions arose.

Foot surveys were also used as a source of data. By determining

current pedestrian paths, land use, areas of shade and cool, parking

capacities and gathering places, and then graphically interpreting such

information, many issues became clearer.

The third source of information was land survey maps and aerial

photographs of the case study area. The land maps have been compiled

over a period of time by the Government Land Survey Department and

these served to illustrate the growth pattern of George Town, a clear

picture of a town losing its diversity and character. The aerial photos

were relatively recent (taken in 1984) and illustrate all but a few

existing developments. These aerial photos were part of a collection

being used by the Survey Department to generate new maps. The

oblique aerial photo was especially helpful in gathering information on

the overall image, land use and surfacing of areas.

Initial data collection also took the form of interviews with

government officials in the offices of Development and Planning.

These led to the discovery of several aspects facing the implementation

of certain urban policies, and key issues confronting government.

Informal conversations took place with many other people in an attempt

to clarify the growth pattern of George Town and problems that are

present at this time.

The final source of data was books, magazines and old

photographs of George Town. These were used to fill gaps existing in
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the other sources and to ascertain past thoughts and action in the

development of George Town as well as urban precedents around the

world. The Development and Planning code was studied to discover the

role it had played, if any, in the creation of the current development

pattern.
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IV. ANALYSIS

Analysis began with the graphical reproduction of the gathered

information on maps of the Central Business District (C.8.D.). This was

done to document the information visually, as well as to provide a

method to realize the latent patterns of George town. Simultaneously

with this graphic representation was the search for similar urban

contexts and their relationship to the sea, a distinct facet in the

character of George Town.

This graphical representation, along with certain precedents,

environmental conditions and current use, set in motion the germination

of concepts. While this approach was not a linear process as indicated

here, it led consistently to approaches of urban designs that could be

tested and evaluated. This process also generated a series of values

that should be considered as guidelines for the completion of an urban

design for George Town.

Many aspects of the urban form and character were revealed in

this search. In some cases it was discovered that what seemed to be

problems were more often that not, symptoms of social changes and

traditions rather than independent problems themselves.

For clarity, the analysis of the urban context of George Town

will be discussed under the following six topics:

(1) land use

(2) public spaces

(3) traffic/traffic scenarios

(4) character

(5) tourist facilities

(6) planning code

(1) Land Use

The land use analysis of George Town was abstracted into two

forms. The first was to graphically illustrate the character of business

associated with the buildings, such as the differences between offices

and shops. This diagram (Illustration 4), although seeming to illustrate

quite a diversity in businesses, was found to be misleading, as many of

the commercial outlets were, in fact, duty-free stores catering almost

exclusively to the tourist. This diagram changes dramatically as this

fact is taken into account (Illustration 5). The second abstract

illustrates the relationship between building, parking and green space

(Illustration 6) and that relationship as it existed in 1969 (Illustration 7).

What becomes obvious, is the fact that the C.B.D. of George

Town is almost all converted into commercial buildings and surface

parking, with few areas providing any relief. It is quite evident, from

comparison of Illustration 6 and Illustration 7, that the model of

development over the last 17 years has been one of clearing all older

structures, trees and grass, and replacing them with buildings and

parking in the modern style of development. Over time this trend has

moved farther and farther from the centre, threatening outlying
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housing and green spaces, and creating an environment of concrete,

glass, and asphalt for which George Town has earned a reputation in

recent times of a town plagued by extreme heat and dust.

(2) Public Spaces

(a) History

George Town has always been a green town, at least until the

early '7os when the public park and residences with lawns and trees as

well as other small buildings, gave way to 'progress' in the form of

multi-storey buildings and asphalt paving of roads and car parks.

Prior to this development, George Town consisted of single and

double-storey wooden and concrete buildings with large trees scattered

amongst them. The public gathered in many spots, among them, the

entrance to buildings, under large trees, and during the evening time, on

the seawall near the port. There seems to be two characteristics that

group all these places. (1) Shade: people only gathered where it was

cool. While most trees provided the shade required, many buildings

with large overhangs (eg., the Post Office) offered the same. (2)

Visibility: people gathered where they could see other people or events.

It is human nature to find an area from which events can be seen and

other people watched. Most intersections of busy streets offer this

possibility. In George Town, points of interest have been bulldozed

away and less and less shaded places remain; the public spaces have all

but been completely lost.

(b) Current Spacial Use

While the Post Office remains a gathering place, several new

ones have emerged. These seem to be largely located on Edward Street

and are used mainly by the younger men during lunch hour. The two

areas most frequented are the eastern sides of the Court Building and

the Bank of Nova Scotia Building. Edward Street seems to have been

singled out as a gathering place because its two-way traffic and many

businesses provide an excellent viewing area. There is a fairly large

pedestrian movement associated with this street also and the Post

Office and its road junction offer high visibility of day-time activities.

Several other aspects work to make this a gathering space. Both

buildings provide shade - the Court Building has a recessed ground floor

providing deep shade while the Bank of Nova Scotia has vegetation

which provides shady areas. Both buildings also provide places to sit.

The Bank of Nova Scotia's window ledges are sufficient to do this while

large rectangular planters around the court building provide perfect

seats. (Illustration 8).

Pedestrian movement in George Town does not usually follow

specific paths. Pedestrians move from point to point in straight lines

even if this takes them across roads and parking lots. There are,

however, general pedestrian flows that can be documented (Illustration

9). The general idea is to remain in the sun for the shortest possible

time. While the C.B.D. remains small enough to be walked in 10

minutes, many people use their cars because of the lack of shaded
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walks, understandably adding to the traffic congestion in the town.

(3) Traffic

It does not take long for one to realize that the traffic problems

in central George Town are caused by the private automobiles of those

working and doing business in the town. Additionally, there are small

delivery vehicles in the area supplying businesses as well as large

commercial and construction vehicles passing through the centre

throughout any given day. Other traffic, including taxis enroute from

the Way beach to the airport, now tend to choose alternative routes.

As parking associated with the buildings is no longer sufficient

for the current automobile use, there has been a significant increase in

street parking. During one mid-morning survey in August, 1985, the

author counted in excess of 180 cars utilizing street parking

(Illustration 10). Not only does this distract visually from the town and

make getting to buildings a chore, but this type of parking also reduces

peak capacities of the road, thus adding to the traffic congestion.

On significance to the traffic study, the periods when problems

exist in the George Town traffic system must be noted. Bumpers-to-

bumper traffic only occurs during the morning and afternoon rush hours

or during lunch time. Outside these times, traffic flow in George Town

is not restricted. The fact that there are few major road arteries

leading into and out of the centre, and that most people drive, seems to

point to the source of rush hour traffic problems.

By 6:00 p.m., George Town is completely deserted, all roads and
ILLUSTRATION #lO



parking areas virtually empty until morning starts a new business day

(Illustration 11). The lack of activity after hours in the Central

Business District is caused by a past development pattern that has left

the centre almost exclusively the home of office buildings and duty-

free shops. It should, thus, be noted that the traffic problem is merely

a symptom of a larger problem, the lack of diversity. This, coupled

with the unbearable pedestrian situation, has forced the Cayman

population to use private automobiles on an increasing scale

(Illustration 12).

It is now imperative that alternatives to the traffic flow of

George Town be studied to produce a suitable solution to its problems.

Traffic Scenarios

As traffic congestion and the lack of parking are the main

problems in central George Town, it is essential that several traffic

systems be examined to discover the appropriate response for the

future.

Although there are many traffic scenarios for these problems,

the following are seen as appropriate for further discussion in relation

to George Town.

a) Multi-storey parking garages

b) Park and Walk

c) Park and Ride

d) Public transit

e) Combination traffic system

a. Multi-storey parking garages

Politically, this system is easiest of the five systems to institute

as Caymanians continue their love affair with the automobile. Multi-

storey parking garages would indeed increase the density of car parking

in the C.B.D. Having these structures would solve short term parking

and may reduce on-street parking, if located correctly, allowing high

access to automobiles throughout the day. There are, however, several

disadvantages to such a choice. The cost of construction per car served

in central George Town is around US $16,000 which is extremely high

considering the benefits are short-termed. Considering land costs in

the C.B.D. approach US $5O per square foot, parking of any type should

be viewed as an unsuitable development. A significant disadvantage is

the concentration of cars this system places on the road system in its

location. This, coupled with a gradual increase in traffic on incoming

arteries, makes it a temporary solution only. Furthermore, these

parking structures are, in general, aesthetically very distracting, a

significant negative image for such a small town.

b) Park and Walk

This system would provide smaller parking areas within a five

minute walk of the centre of George Town. This would ultimately

reduce the number of cars parked in the central area and

simultaneously make use of the lower land values found immediately

encircling the C.B.D. Sidewalk development, although relatively

comprehensive in the central area, would have to be extended to
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promote use of the outlying areas. The parking areas would be small

and naturally shaded, so as not to disturb the residential context that

characterizes this area.

c) Park and Ride

This concept has been applied successfully in some developed

countries, particularly in the United States. The system provides

parking areas outside the C.B.D. and a series of shuttles to transport

passengers into the town. This system has worked in areas where there

is a high cost of parking coupled with a difficulty of finding that

parking in the downtown area. Both conditions will be become a reality

in George Town over the next several years, if the current situation is

any indication.

In Cayman, the system of Park and Ride only has application for

traffic originating in the outlying districts where travel exceeds six

miles to the C.B.D. Traffic originating in West Bay, Bodden Town,

North side, East End and smaller outlying districts fits this program.

Those journeys that begin in the eastern districts could use the area

west of the airport for a drop-off point. This area is particularly

suitable because the land is available (undeveloped) and about l/20th

the cost of land in the C.B.D. Those arriving from West Bay would use

parking areas about two miles from downtown (in the area of the

Cinema), on the eastern side of West Bay Road. Shuttle buses may

double as a tourist and general public transit system in off-peak hours.

This transit concept would be ideally suited for those persons

who never use their cars during the day and wish to avoid the difficulty

and the expense that parking in the C.B.D. would bring.

d) Public Transit

Public transit is a very difficult concept to promote in Grand

Cayman. Several social and traditional aspects make this so.

Firstly, many people own cars. This island enjoys an extremely

high car ownership, about one car for every two persons. As more and

more foreign money has poured into the island's economy, there has

been a proportionate increase in automobile among other consumer

goods.

Secondly, most employers in the C.B.D. provide a quantity of

free parking to employees. This promotes the use of personal cars, with

the excess opting for nearby street parking. As parking becomes

increasingly difficult to find, public transit will have a greater chance

of success.

Thirdly, as George Town has developed, many businesses catering

to local people have chosen to locate outside the C.B.D. as economics

now dictate. The lack of diversity in the centre has made the use of

personal transportation very important.

The fourth aspect that makes public transit difficult to initiate

is the fact that Caymanians have little experience with such a system.

While small transport services operate from the outlying areas and are

used convincingly, they mainly cater to those who lack automobiles.

Even with such an option, most families owning two or more cars will
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take them all into George Town each day. On Grand Cayman there is a

significant number of foreign residents who have experience with public

transport system. These would serve as the base for the start of such a

system in the island. After a time, the educational benefits from this

model would cause Caymanians to use the system from personal choice.

e) Combination Transit System

It should be obvious from the above analysis that no single

system would begin to solve the current and projected parking and

traffic problems found in George Town.

What would, however, check the current problems and forestall

projected ones, is a combination of the systems outlined, a system

tailor-made for Cayman.

A combination of a park-and-ride system for those of the

outlying districts, intown naturally shaded surface parking and a public

transit system catering to George Town and South sound, would be a

viable solution to the parking and traffic problems. (Illustration 13) In-

town multi-storey parking, while providing short term relief, would

prove to be too expensive to construct, especially given the land values

in the centre. This, coupled with the fact that such a development

would quickly approach its capacity and increase traffic within the

C.B.D. road system, makes it unsuitable for George Town.
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(4) Character

George Town, throughout its early development, had remained a

green town. Described as a sleepy town with a "few stores, homes and

structures among the trees and bush," (Northwester, June 1972, pg. 6),

George Town of the early 1960 s still carried on whatever trade and

business the island saw.

The character of George Town soon changed, however. The late

1960 s saw development that pushed out houses, trees and green,

replacing them with asphalt, concrete and glass. The new developments

had several things in common, (i) The building occupied about 40% of

the site, the remaining delegated to surface parking, (ii) The new

buildings were generally four-storeys designed in a loose modern style.

The Canadian Bank buildings (example: The Bank of Nova Scotia

Building) (Illustration 14) seemed to project more concern for

environmental issues and these have sun screens and planted vegetation.

Many other developments have copied designs from northern countries,

most unsuitable environmentally as well as visually. A prime example

of this type of construction is the tower Building in the North C.B.D

whose five-storey, flat surface, ribboned in prefabricated panels and

glass, act as a dismal backdrop to the Legislative building and Town

Hall. (Illustration 15) There also exist many two-storey office and

commercial buildings constructed during the early years of

development. These are generally flat-topped, nondescript buildings,
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constructed of concrete. The three-storey building is rarity in George

Town with only one coming to mind, the A.L. Thompson building

opposite the Post Office, (iii) The developments of the late 1960 s and

early 1970 s were generally of concrete. As development proceeded into

the late seventies and early eighties, most new buildings were

constructed using steel and other prefabrication techniques, a

reflection of external influences and the high cost of labour associated

with the construction industry in the Cayman Islands.

George Town is not a very large town by any standard. The

C.B.D. itself is only about 1200 x 1600 feet and is easily traversed on

foot. Most roads have followed the foot and horse paths that had

developed over the years. Many roads were only constructed as

recently as the 1930 s with the development of Cardinal Avenue and

Panton Place. Thus the road pattern cannot be described within any

common pattern, displaying what may be termed an organic pattern.

Surrounding the C.B.D. on three sides are suburbs, (the forth by

the sea) consisting mainly of detached single family homes. The duplex

or multi-unit complex is a phenomena that dates back only about 10

years. These are mainly found in southern George Town and the district

of South Sound. The High School, Middle School and many private

schools. Two main roads connect this area with the C.B.D. - Walkers

Road and South Church Street - both only of single lanes but heavily

used. This area has remained stable for many years, with no great

change in character or function.

Unlike the South, the eastern section of George Town has

undergone significant change in population and physical make-up. More

and more businesses have moved into the area, particularly along the

Shedden Road - Crewe Road corridor, where gas stations, stores,

offices and restaurants have all materialized. This area is becoming

increasingly commercial in a response to the increased traffic between

the central area and the rapidly developing airport-industrial region.

The airport-industrial area, even farther east of the C.8.D., has

seen phenomenon development with a new airport terminal being

opened in 1983, a large popular supermarket, many small, light

industries and other stores being built, as well as increasing real estate

sales. In short, this area has absorbed development that previously

would have been earmarked for the Central Business District.

The area north of the C.B.D. is generally a residential area. The

main road leading out of town to the western end of the island, North

Church Street, has also taken some of the growth that would have gone

downtown. Although some residences still face this busy single-laned

road, they have been facing pressure from new offices, restaurants and

stores to relocate. The interior region consists mainly of houses and

small winding roads, roads that followed traditional footpaths.

All areas around the C.B.D. remain very green and generally

lush. Most homes are surrounding by large trees and flowering shrubs

and some grass, creating in the area a pleasing environment. Although

the central area has lost most of its green, the development it has seen
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is unparalleled on the island.

Several buildings survived these developmental waves. These are

generally found in the southern edge of the C.B.D. and towards the

waterfront. Typically two-storey wooden buildings, these are the only

buildings in the capital that represent 'historic' tropical architecture

and, thus, should be preserved at all costs. These buildings, represented

by the old Courthouse on the waterfront (Illustration 16) generally have

pitched roofs and are closely associated with the road.

Six other structures of value survived the developments of the

last decades:

(i) The Post Office Building on Edward Street dating from 1939,

continues to function (although tightly pressed for space) and has

retained its social importance as a gathering place. (Illustration 17)

(ii) The Town Hall built at the northern end of Edward Street

remains significant as a peace memorial to the First World War but has

lost its function as a principal gathering place for those of George Town

due to societal changes and limitations of size. (Illustrations 18)

(iii) The Clock in front of the Town Hall has also survived, although

many have contemplated moving it to a new location, obviously without

concern for Cayman’s past. This little structure, dating from 1919, is

about 15-20 feet high and constructed of hand-made concrete blocks.

(Illustration 19) One of the few remaining landmarks, the Clock Tower

should be preserved for posterity.

(iv) The Library (1939) has also remained on Edward Street. This

ILLUSTRATION #l6
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small single-storey building was built in the "civic style" seen in the

Post Office and Town Hall and remains one of the few buildings of

historic significance. (Illustration 20)

(v) The small building that houses the "Copper Kettle" restaurant

has survived as well. This little building, while displaying little

architectural merit, does indeed date from 1940, making it one of the

oldest building in George Town. (Illustration 21)

(vi) A significant building, both architecturally and historically, is

the Elmslie Memorial Church on Harbour Drive. This church was built

in 1922 by Captain Rayal Bodden, a famous shipwright whose name has

been linked to the construction of the Post Office, the Library, the

Town Hall, and the Clock Tower, as well as most other district town

halls. The church with spire, although relatively small, is one of the

most memorable sights in George Town. (Illustration 22)

Of significant is that all of these structures, with the exception of the

Elmslie Memorial Church, are located on Edward Street and all are

constructed of individually hand-made concrete blocks.

These buildings deserve to be kept and a significant framework

should be formed around them to illustrate their importance and at the

same time give George Town a more consistent and pleasing character.

5) Tourist Facilities

Although George Town is the destination of thousands and

thousands of tourists annually, it has few facilities that cater to their

needs.
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Tourists lack information centres, proper cruise-ship landing

facilities, limited eating establishments, few public restrooms and little

in terms of museums or other historical buildings.

While Caymanians are known as friendly, and most patiently

answer questions from tourists, there is a general lack of information

centres. Most information is geared directly to the cruise-ship

passengers and does not properly serve the resident tourist.

At present, cruise-ship passengers are tendered to shore by small

crafts. (Illustration 23) Passengers disembark and walk directly into

Harbour Drive, presenting a serious traffic hazard. While waiting for

return tenders or land tours, the passengers remain just off the road,

standing in the sun. The cruise-ship passenger landing area has no

facilities for sitting or resting and it is fortunate that injury from

traffic has not yet occurred.

The landing facilities can be substantially improved and should

be given serious consideration to ensure the future of cruise-ship visits.

There are current plans under consideration by the Government for a

cruise-ship docking facility south of George Town, but public resistance

to its location appears high.

In terms of restaurants and other food establishments, George

Town does not present the tourist with sufficient choice. There are but

a few restaurants in the area and combined, these would find it difficult

to handle even a small portion of the daily landings. Food kiosks or

street vendors have, until recently, been non-existent in George Town

and this has made it even more difficult for tourists to find a refreshing

drink. There seems to be a need for more in-town food establishments,

not only for the tourists, but for residents as well.

Due to the extensive paved areas and lack of trees in George

Town, the tourist on foot is presented with a hot experience. The

initial surveys seem to indicate the lack of rest areas, areas that

provide shade and places to sit. The Old Market building on Cardinal

Avenue has a small seating area on its western side, (Illustration 24),

and on hot days it is in great demand, especially by the elderly

passengers. Most other passengers merely walk into an air-conditioned

store to escape the heat. There is a definite need for areas where

tourists can rest while moving around the capital.

Along with this need for general rest areas is the need for proper

restroom facilities. Restroom are few and far apart for tourists, only

temporary toilets as a recent addition being available. Tourists now

frequent the Courts Building, among many others, to find such

facilities. Proper and adequate facilities should be provided in the near

future, possibly near the port.

Most businesses in the C.B.D. that cater to tourists are duty-free

stores, selling mainly jewelry, crystal, china and cameras. (Illustration

25) Cayman's development has left few structures of historical

significance and little in the way of a museum. Thus the lack of variety

in the shopping experience leaves the tourist searching for more. A

distinct possibility for George Town is the inclusion of a craft centre or
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trade school, both providing an additional attraction with economic

overtures.

Tourist facilities are less than might be expected in a

competitive tourist destination. Although George Town remains clean

and hazard-free, it lacks the diversity that would make it an

unforgettable experience for the tourist.

6) The Development and Planning Codes

Cayman has had attempts at planning long before the

Development and Planning Law of 1971. In fact, this excerpt from the

Northwester, May 1973, (pg. 48) shows that the quality of Cayman's

future was of sufficient importance to stimulate discussions and the

early creation of a Planning Board. The Northwester wrote:

"The first move toward planning here came as long

ago a 1935, when the Regional Planning Law set up a board

comprising the Administrator (sic Commissioner), The

Government Medical Officer, The Chief of Police, two

Justices of Peace, and three Legislative Assembly

members appointed by the Administrator (sic

Commissioner). The board was empowered to frame

planning schemes for any area which the administrator in

Council on their advice, declared to be a regional planning

area.

Commendable for its intent - perhaps it was part of

the fervour of development generated by Commissioner
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Allen Cardinall - it seems not to have been notably

effective though perhaps it adequate for its time.

Certainly by the time it was replaced in 1969 it was an

unsatisfactory means of dealing with the development then

beginning to snowball. The memorandum to the Land

Development (Interim Control) law, 1969, was fairly

disparaging of its predecessor "the present Regional

Planning Law is antiquated and inadequate and permits

uncontrolled building and development in the vast majority

of areas".

The 1969 law, an interim measure pending the

introduction of comprehensive planning legislation, brought

its own rumblings of opposition, for its "teeth" included

penalties of up to 300 pounds and 25 pounds a day for

offences. More rewardingly, 1969 also brought expert help

in the form of a United National planning adviser, Thornley

Dyer, who carried out surveys and prepared an outline

Development Plan. However, resistence to the idea of

planning was still not dead, and there was a chorus of

criticism both of the development planning -illustrated by

a model of a future George Town which went on public

display and of the planning regulations Mr. Dyer also

drafted."

Although the development plan was never adopted, the

regulations, after review by a special committee and a revised draft by

the then Director of Planning, William Hamilton, were made into the

current Development and Planning law in 1971.

The pattern of development in George Town has been strongly

influenced by this law and the regulations made thereunder. By analysis

of these codes, several aspects appear to have had a direct relationship

to the present character of George Town.

(1) Under general requirements (provision for parking), there

should be a minimum of one parking space for every 300 sq.

ft. of building in commercial zones.

(2) the definition of ’parking area' is given as "an open space

reserved for parking vehicles related to any building."

(3) In commercial centres, "building plus car parking area may

occupy up to 90% of the lot, the remainder being suitably

landscaped."

These three legislated facets of the law can be easily seen to

have aided in the establishment of the current character of the town.

The combination of (1), (2), and (3) above has, in effect, produced

developments where 30-40% of the land is used for the building

footprint, with over 30% for paved surface parking. These percentages

are frightening considering cost of land in this area, although the

parking requirement may be even less than it should be, given the fact

that Caymanians have one of the highest per capita car-ownership in

the world. This dilemma of developer and legislator alike has but one
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suitable solution leave more cars outside the C.B.D. Not only would

this reduce the parking problem, but more important, forestall severe

traffic delays on incoming and outgoing roads.

The development and planning laws do indeed deal with tree

preservation, but in many instances these seem to have been

overlooked. This law gives the Planning Authority the power to restrict

or in fact, bring legal action against those found destroying trees or

woodlands. Even though this provision stands on the books, the

Authority in the past has been known to require an applicant to remove

large shade trees for the inclusion of as little as two parking spaces

required by section 7(1) of the General Requirements. There are

indications, however (and long overdue), that the current view to this

situation runs in the other direction and, hopefully, provisions for

naturally-shaded car parking will be written into future regulations.

What appears to be sadly lacking is the generation and

implementation of long-term planning and urban design. The Planning

Department acts more as a zoning structure for current developments

and a forum for discussions emanating therefrom because it operates on

limited funding and suffers from a history of public resistance to

effective planning.

Of importance now is the need for an educational programme to

illustrate the necessity of long term planning and urban design, so that

the public in general may become more involved in the decision-making

process.



V. PROPOSAL

The lack of a comprehensive plan in the past, along with public

resistance to the creation of one, has over the last 20 years changed

George Town from a small, quiet green village into a town plagued by

problems. The town has virtually been transformed into a sea of

concrete and asphalt lacking diversity, a place where most district

residents go only of necessity.

It is the ultimate goal of this thesis to suggest steps that would

'humanize' George Town, steps that would transform the capital into a

place that has character, a place that allows the pedestrian a quality

experience, a place that creates gathering places (centres), places that

are easily identified and frequently used. Further, this thesis will

suggest ways to reducing the dependence on the automobile,

complementing it with a public transportation system and a pedestrian

system which would add significantly to the quality of life.

Quality redevelopment, future planning and urban design should

be goals of priority. The role that can be played by government, which

own large tracts of land in the downtown area, will be paramount in

deciding whether confidence is going to return to the C.B.D. Having

the power of a large land owner as well as authoritative and planning

structures, government must embark on a consistent urban policy which

must be followed through to its completion.

On analysis, certain values appear to be needed in George Town.

A value of quality. Quality of environment, of building, of life. The

consistent destruction of trees and the production of poor architecture

need to end. George Town needs to adopt a value where people come

first in the planning process, not last. Where concerns are for the

pedestrian and his environment before the developer and other

statutary requirements. Values that respond to the historical

precedents, instead of the disposable artifact.

The illustrations (26) and (27) provide a clue to such a

development in George Town. This proposal provides the pedestrian a

cool environment and is illustrated by the extensive greening outlined.

Paths, separated from the automobile and tree-lined crisscross the

town. This is emphasized by the inclusion of several parks or shaded

areas, each giving a different experience or view. Developments are

used to create street edges or places, with parking in the rear or behind

natural screen such as hedges. Of importance to this proposal is the

development of Harbour Drive and the civic potential for the

waterfront. The occasional view to the sea from the road should

remain but selective developments may be constructed on the seaside.

The culmination of this development is the generation of a civic pier

with cruise-ship passenger facilities.

For a closer look at this proposal it is necessary to break it down

into specific discussions on the following topics:

1) Transportation

2) Future development and creation of places

3) Greening of George town
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4) Implementation

1) Transportation

Public transportation is a reality whose time has come for Grand

Cayman. The use of these two words usually bring several things to

mind; large, dirty and noisy buses and the total lack of independence,

both of these concepts should be seen as completely false. While public

transportation can take any form, from small mini-vans, to buses,

trains, monorails, boats, even an air service, the importance is the scale

of economics. Public systems should cover maintenance and fuel with

returns. Public systems have to be clean, convenient and reliable to

gain the public trust and hence, use. Public transit should also not

restrict personal freedom or independence and should offer significant

choices of times of travel, destinations and easy access. These are all

idealistic and in many systems difficult to achieve given the economics.

There are several difficulties in introducing a public transit

system in Grand Cayman. First of all, there is a high level of

automobile ownership, about 1 car for every 2 people on average.

Secondly, due to the type of development in George Town, the capital

has lost its original diversity and caters now almost exclusively to the

banking and tourist communities, thus making it difficult for one to

remain there all day. Thirdly, local business is still conducted mainly

between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. weekdays and on Saturday mornings.

This makes lunch-time, mid-morning and mid-afternoon hours important

for conducting business at locales now found outside the C.B.D.

Fourthly, there still exists free or relatively low-cost parking in the

capital, though as time goes by this will become more expensive and, as

recent months have shown, increasingly difficult to find.

It will further become clear that as time goes by, the cost of

operating an automobile compared with simpler alternatives will

escalate. Diversity must be introduced into the C.8.D., not only for the

benefits of easy access to restaurants and other social establishments,

but as a way to deter a future for George Town plagued by night-time

vandalism now found in too many other cities.

We have seen in the last two years the new trend of late closure

of several businesses, including large supermarkets. This trend is

expected to continue. Businesses will remain open as long as there is a

demand -hence, economy dictates.

There is another important aspect to introduce. There exists on

the island a substantial group of people who are accustomed to public

transportation. These people would make an ideal base for a public

transit system, coming, as they do, from countries with public systems.

It may be expected that they would welcome the introduction of a

clean, efficient system of public transport, avoiding expense and

trouble of parking in town.

Given the distances covered, passenger volume, the size of

Cayman and possible initial capital outlay as well as the economic

situation, small 30-35 seat 'people-movers' (mini-vans) seem ideal.

These would be air-conditioned, relatively spacious and may run on a
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theme, providing additional character to the island. Rides would have

to be subsidized initially until the concept caught hold and then a small

fee would be introduced to cover incurred expenses, something in the

order of 25-50 cents for the South Sound to George Town run.

To offer acceptable service, "people-movers' would run on a very

frequent schedule from 7-8:30 in the morning, from 11:30 - 2:00 p.m. in

the day and from 4:30 - 6:30 in the afternoon, in the order of a vehicle

every 3-10 minutes. During off-peak hours a 'people mover' would run

every 10-20 minutes. Gearing the schedule to be most frequent during

peak times will add to the efficiency of the system. This system should

be phased in the following way. (Illustration 28)

Phase I:

The first phase should offer service from the South Sound region

into town. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, there is a high

density of residential and multi-residential units in this region providing

a large pool of potential riders. Secondly, this region also has a large

population of the expatriate group who would most likely use a public

system. And thirdly, the region is only 2 miles at most from downtown

which is the ideal distance for such a system, it is also close enough for

the users to return quite quickly to their homes if they need the car in

the latter part of the day or if they wish to have lunch at home, no ride

being over 10 minutes.

Phase II:

This phase would see the introduction of the "Crewe Road"

shuttle. This area also contains a high density of residential units and is

about the same distance from the downtown centre. There is, however,

a larger local population in the region and thus phase I as a model is

necessary before introducing this service.

Phase III

We now come to the proposed third phase. Those coming from

the outer districts such as West Bay, Savannah, Bodden Town, Breakers,

North Side and East End have a significant distance to travel. At the

moment there exists a scheduled bus service from the eastern districts

which is privately run for a profit. This bus service is relatively heavily

used, and does provide an essential service. It would not be reasonable

or necessary to introduce a system to compete with this operation but

rather one to complement it. The same holds true for similar services

from other out-lying districts. Phase 111 would see the introduction of

parking areas (in the general vicinity of the airport/agriculturel

grounds) where land value is about 1/20 the cost of land in the C.B.D.

A park-and-ride system would be introduced to ferry passengers into

the town centre. The distance, cost of land and availability of land are

the main factors in the selection of site location. These park-and-ride

lots should have as much natural shading as possible to keep the cars

cool as well as reduce the visual pollution some of these systems have

in some larger developed countries.

Those travelling the 6-8 miles from West Bay would also at this

point share a park-and-ride system about 1 1/2 mile out from the centre
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of town. One possibility might be that government enter into a lease

agreement with the Cinema to use its parking area during business

hours when the system would be in use and at which time the Cinema's

parking area remains empty. This would provide a rather large capacity

lot that is already built. The use of this lot may indeed to traded for

maintenance by the Public Works Department. Some other equitable

agreement may, of course, be negotiated.

It should be stressed that the system of public transportation

suggested here is not intended to replace the automobile, but rather to

complement it. Its introduction should also parallel the restricting of

street parking in many areas, the increased cost of parking in lots and

the employment of dedicated traffic wardens to ticket and remove

violators.

The public transit system and the perimeter parking areas would

be complemented by well designed in-town parking areas tucked behind

buildings or plants, along with selected street parking.

Funding for such a scheme may seem problematic at first but

can be shown to make economic sense for the government. There is

current discussions on the introduction of a multi-storey car garage for

central George Town. The cost of such an undertaking will be in the

neighborhood of SSM excluding cost of land. Such land would cost in

the vicinity of S2M if it is situated near central town. This combines to

make a total of S7M plus interest, all to park 450 cars which many see

as being near maximum capacity as it enters operation. This works out

at a building cost of around $16,000 per car. When one realizes that

land values are so high in the C.B.D. (around $5O per sq.ft.), the use of

such land for parking becomes absurd.

'The public system described above would achieve the same

results of a reduced automobile parking problem that the parking

structure is designed to solve, but at a small fraction of the cost.

Furthermore, this expense would be phased (carried) over a much longer

period and thus not require complicated financing.

Phase I would require about 5 vehicles such as mini-vans each

approximately costing $35,000 - $40,000. Along with spare parts,

maintenance/parking shed and salaries for operating personnel, an

operating cost for the first year would total only approximately SO.SM

and the system could have the capacity to move between 300-400

people from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., more than half the capacity of the

S7M multi-storey parking facility.

Not only is the aesthetic quality, and instant antiquity of a

parking building questioned in relationship to the character of George

Town but its economic aspects are frightening. There is a distinct

possibility of selling government land for a predetermined development

to generate enough capital to create the public transit system described

above. This option should be clearly understood and viewed as

desirable, given the escalation of traffic and parking problems in

George Town.

The transportation system outlined above will be complemented
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by a pedestrian network. As the pedestrian quality is important in the

future of George Town it is suggested that careful attention be paid to

the individual character of all streets. In light of this, each street in

the capital has been studied and its latent possibilities capitalized on.

The current infrastructure is, in most cases, extended to provide a

consistency of character whereas in other cases, a suitable design is

being proposed. On the following pages is a listing of each individual

street in George Town giving their intended character:

1) Cardinall Avenue

0 Motor vehicular

0 Parallel parking on

north side

0 Overhang at Ist floor

0 Planters at street edge

(Illustration 29)

2) Fort Street

0 Motor vehicular

0 Street parking on west end

0 Fences with gateways on

east end

0 4-storey max. building height

(Illustration 30)

3) Harbour Drive

0 Motor vehicular

0 No street parking

0 Sidewalks c

0 Tree-lined or overhangs

0 2-storey max. building height

(Illustration 31)

4) North & South Church Street

0 Motor vehicular

0 No street parking

0 Fences or hedges

0 2-storey max. building

(Illustration 32)

3) Jennett Street

0 Motor vehicular

0 Tree- lined

0
Parking behind hedges

or in rear

0 Sidewalks

0 4-storey max. building

height (west)

0 2-storey max. building

height (east)

(Illustration 33)



6) Mary Street

0 Motor vehicular

0 No parking on street

0 2-storey max.

building height.

0 Low fences or hedges

0 Retain all trees

(Illustration 34)

7) Panton Place

0 Pedestrian use only

0 Street lamps

0 Wide sidewalks

0 Planters

0
Building awnings

0 2-storey max.

building height

(Illustration 33)

8) Albert Panton Street

0 Pedestrian only

0 Tree-lined on west side

0 Sidewalks

0 Benches, street lamps

(Illustration 36)

9) Shedden Road (east)

10. Shedden Road (west)

11. Elgin Avenue

0 Motor vehicular

0 Sidewalk

0 Retain trees

0 2-storey max.

building height

(Illustration 37)

0 Motor vehicular

0 Sidewalks

0 2-storey max.

building height

0 No setbacks

0 Must conform to

current building type

(Illustration 38)

0 Motor vehicular

0 Sidewalks

0 Tree-lined

0 Middle turning lane

(Illustration 39)
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2. Future Development & Creation of Places

Growth in George Town has slowed to a trickle over the past few

years because land open for development is not readily available. This

has forced most new developments to move into the "West Bay - George

Town" corridor, a six-mile area connecting these two towns.

Development along this area in the '6os and '7os was almost exclusively

dedicated to the tourist hotels, condominiums and places of

entertainment. In the 'Bos, however, development along this corridor

has been focused on the residents, with shopping centres, restaurants,

gift stores, supermarkets and clinics arriving on the scene. The second

area of George town witnessing major development in recent years is

the Airport Industrial Park area. This area features not only light

industry but a variety of stores and service outlets have given the 'Park'

its unique industrial character. Due to the land cost (about $2-3 per sq.

ft.) and its proximity (about 2 miles) to the C.8.D., development has

flourished. The advent of the new airport terminal in early 1983

coupled with an increase in construction, has created for the area a

stable base on which future development is assured.

This thesis proposed several distinct developments that would

improve significantly the George Town area. The two larger, the

Harbour development and the possibility of a trade school, coupled with

smaller developments will now be discussed.

Harbour Development

The harbour and pier facilities now available in George Town are

designed almost exclusively for trade ships and container cargo. The

civic potential is, to date, unrecognized. Currently, one portion is used

for small crafts in a civic capacity, (local charters, cruise ship tenders

and small private crafts) but the onshore facilities offered are all but

non-existent.

This thesis proposes an increased public use of the waterfront -

George Town's greatest potential - in the form of a pier development

(Illustrations 40 and 41)

From inspection of aerial photographs it does not appear that

there is any area immediately offshore with significant natural depth to

accommodate a pier for larger vessels such as the cruise ships. While it

is desirable that such a facility be provided, caution dictates that the

present tender system be continued until an in-depth study is conducted

by government which would provide an environmental impact statement

as to the best location for a cruise ship pier, which is, of necessity, a

very large structure. If a study signals the location of such a facility

outside the C.B.D. then the traffic requirements would be of paramount

importance as roads now leading into the capital are small and already

running at capacity. Tendering, while it is of inconvenience to some

passengers, is the system used by many tourist destinations, including

Cancun, Mexico, the outer Bahamian Islands and many Eastern

Caribbean Islands. Larger ships such as the Norwegian Caribbean Lines

"S.S. Norway," currently tenders at all ports of call in the Caribbean.

Cruise lines appear to be increasing the size of ships in their fleets and
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their popularity would seem to indicate that the destination is indeed

more important than its docking facilities.

It is, nevertheless, recommended that the tender system be

complemented by quality onshore facilities. The pier development will

give an added attraction to the capital. This project would consist of a

pier extending out about 600 feet, in a northwesterly direction from the

current container storage area of the port of Cayman.

This pier would be constructed in a suitable manner to resist

hurricane and other wave surges and have a lower skirt for the use of

small personal crafts.

The pier would incorporate enclosed parking at the lower level,

(current ground level) and an upper deck would hold buildings and public

areas. This construction will also provide a physical barrier that will

reduce the periodic flooding of Harbour Drive in the vicinity of Elmslie

Memorial Church which occurs due mainly to the fact that there is no

exposed reef offshore George Town. Since this design incorporates an

upper level, the entrance from Harbour Drive to the pier would be up a

cascade of steps and landings, shaded by three elegant canvas

structures reminiscent of the three-masted schooner, once a common

sight offshore these islands. These structures will not only provide

shade but, of equal important, a symbolic gateway for the entire

development. (Illustration 42)

This development will include a new Customs Office Building

that has access both to the pier and the lower southern end which would

still handle cargo and traditional shipping.

The upper level will feature two-storey buildings containing

shops and gift outlets, cafe and kiosks. These buildings should have

balconies to increase the variety of places for people using the pier

facilities. The main building, situated at the end of the pier would be

oriented to the cruise ship passengers. The building would contain an

open-air promenade, through which passengers would arrive and depart.

The lower level would contain an information centre where local tours

and guides would be organized and restroom facilities, rest areas and a

customs office located. The upper level would provide viewing areas, a

restaurant and several offices. (Illustration 43)

This project, of significant size and cost would, of necessity, be

a joint project involving private investors and government. The main

land targeted is government owned (currently being used for container

storage). This might be offered for sale and land on School House Road

could form an alternative site for container storage.

George Town's waterfront should be allowed to develop in a

limited way with certain areas being reserved for a view to the sea, a

very important characteristic little affected by the passage of time.

The proposed pier will enhance this feature of George Town, a town

whose history lies buried deep in the tradition of the sea.

Trade School and Eastern C.B.D.

The eastern section of the C.B.D. is beginning to experience

growth as development requires new land and commercial buildings are
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under construction in the area. This area and its residents will undergo

the same pressure to relocate as areas to the north and south have

experienced over the past fifteen years. It is important that

development be directed in order to avoid the problems existing in the

current centre. Pedestrian ways, including sidewalks, should be

designed and required in all construction projects. Automobile parking

areas should be appropriately designed with natural shading and

vegetation to screen them from pedestrians. Whenever possible,

parking should be positioned to the rear of a development to reduce the

visual pollution it now exhibits in the developed area to the west.

(Illustration 44)

Although many suitable developments are possible in this area,

providing they follow the guidelines above, this thesis proposes a craft

and trade school at the eastern end of Jennett Street. Proper facilities

for such a school have been sadly lacking in Cayman. Over the years

many makeshift arrangements have been made to provide facilities for

the Community College, the various trade schools and other craft

endeavours. An identity must be established in a single setting to

enhance the quality and participation that is needed. This location may

indeed be outside the central George Town area but such a location

provides yet another advantage. The tourist potential of such a school

is often overlooked. Having a defined campus environment where

crafts are produced and other trades are exhibited within walking

distance of the cruise ship landing, an economic potential as well as a

general tourist attraction, an attraction of which central George Town

is in dire need.

The entrance to this campus is proposed at the eastern end of

Jennett Street. This allows easy access and a close proximity to the

centre. (Illustration 45) If it is proposed that the entrance be marked

by a gate structure (Illustration 46) which would provide a psychological

separation and begin to create the campus environment. The main

element of the campus would be an inner court which would act as the

receiving area for the campus, (Illustration 47) surrounded by clusters

of buildings in a tropical style, which will form the classrooms, work

areas and gift outlets.

This location would no doubt increase traffic on Jennett Street

and at the intersection of Edward Street. To avoid that problem and

the present congestion in the area, additional roads are proposed,

leading from Jennett Street to Mary Street and Shedden Road. These

additional roads would ultimately reduce the traffic congestion which

now exists at the Post Office intersection. (Illustration 48)

While this type of development may indeed be located outside

the C.8.D., its proposed location within the C.B.D. would exploit an

economic and tourist potential with far-reaching benefits for the island.

Furthermore, it could, through proper design, integrate the expansion of

George Town and its surrounding residential areas.
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3. The Greening of George Town

It is essential that George Town set aside land for the

development of parks and other green areas. The development over the

past fifteen years has, as we have seen, reduced the green space in the

C.B.D. significantly. This fact that not only affected the beauty of

George Town but has had an amazing impact on the micro-climate of

the area.

Parks:

This thesis proposes an extensive programme of natural shading.

The pilot project is a tree-filled park in the central area. The park,

which should be undertaken immediately would, ideally, be located in

the land currently used by the court building for parking. This land is

located near the geographical centre of the C.B.D. and in view of land

values in the area, has been selected for its modest size. The

displacement of the twenty-five parking spaces should be viewed as of

minor importance considering the environmental and beautification

benefits this simple project would bring to George Town. (Illustration

49)

While this simple park can be many forms, it is important that it

be naturally shaded and include a body of water, such as a fountain, to

produce a cooling effect. The park proposed here incorporates both

features as well as paths gently crossing from Albert Panton Street to

Edward Street, to facilitate the pedestrian movement indicated in

initial surveys. (Illustration 50 and 51) Supplementing this basic
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infrastructure will be benches and small tables which will allow seating

during the day, particularly during lunch hours. The food sales that now

take place on the western edge of this space will be encouraged to

remain as this will aid in the animation of the park. As proposed, this

park should be simple, thus easy to maintain and comfortable to use.

The second project of the public domain would be the redesign of

the Court garden. Currently, although this garden is the central focus

of civic buildings, it provides no civic function beyond its visual

attraction. In contrast to the informal park proposed to the south of the

Court building, this civic square will be more formal in nature and

contain an open space. (Illustration 52 and 53) The open centre

suggested here would accommodate outdoor gatherings for such events

as lunch-time concerts. The perimeter of the park will be tree-lined,

having planters and fixed benches to provide seating as this area will

also be ideal for quiet lunch-time use or simple leisure activities.

(Illustration 54)

The third proposed outdoor space relates to an area that is

already dedicated to the public. This area, on South Harbour Street on

the waterfront opposite the "Cayman Arms," is the perfect location for

viewing the small and quaint George Town harbour. At present there

are one or two concrete benches placed there but what is proposed, is a

greater utilization of this area. (Illustration 55) This sitting and lunch

area will be enhanced by maximum shade, more places to sit and a

humane ground cover. Illustrations 56 and 57 indicate proposed salt-
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resistant shade trees on the site but shade unbrellas or fixed gazebos

would serve the same purpose.
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4. Implementation

The most important step toward implementing an urban renewal

programme is to have a clear realization of the final goal. A careful

and methodical path must be traced from the present to the goal,

taking into full account existing and future forces. The George Town

renewal programme outlined above, like any other similar project, will

have a complex system to ensure, firstly, goal adoption and, secondly,

mechanisms to keep the future development on track with the

perceived goals.

George Town, due to its small size, is more in need of urban

design that in planning per se. The basis of general planning seeks to

provide one solutipn to every situation. General planning is more

appropriate in a larger context where generalities do exist. In George

Town, most situations are unigue. Every street has its own character

and would best be served by individual attention. This is not to say that

planning is totally inappropriate for George Town. In terms of long-

range decisions, particularly those of a two-dimensional nature,

planning offers the tools to produce suitable solutions. Situations of a

three-dimensional and more immediate nature are best looked at as

unigue to location and time.

The urban design and guides outlined above need a complex

series of financial solutions. The generation of revenue for the much

needed improvements will have to be the focus of an in-depth study by

government. An incentive programme linked to the proposed urban

design would be important. The waiver of import duties (or

concessions) could be considered for certain types of development to

ensure that they will, in fact, take place. Other authoritative

measures, such as stronger urban development guides and planning

codes as well as consistent building supervision of approved projects

must form an intrinsic past of all future development

Ideally, the first physical step in this process should be the

completion of the civic park in the town's centre. While this project

vyould be a minimum investment by government, it would be a

significant beacon to a new attitude towards George Town. This

project would provide considerable social and environmental benefits to

the capital while minimally affecting the current parking situation.

Beyond the central park would come a more elaborate and

extensive plan for the greening of George Town. The addition of

benches, shade and cool pedestrian ways would be the next logical step,

as the slow build-up of infrastructure occurs.

Simultaneous with the process of increasing pedestrian comforts

would be the initial stages of an alternative transportation system to

the automobile. Through a series of real estate transactions, capital

could be accumulated to run a public bus transit system and develop

some of the other methods cited for reducing the number of cars in the

C.B.D. It is clear that even if the parking problem in George Town is

solved, the problem of traffic on the arteries into town will only grow

worse with time. If central George Town continues to be a major
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centre for the employment of people, then sooner or later, the expense

and difficulty of parking in the centre will necessitate a public system.

The larger projects such as the pier development and trade

school complex (the latter with additional roads and land purchases) will

come at a later date and through joint partnership between Government

and private investors. As a large land owner in the area, government

could use some tracts as collateral or initial investments in joint

projects.

Maintenance for parks and other public realm entities can be

financed by annual contributions from business in the C.B.D. and

service clubs. Cost might in fact be minimized by delegating work to

persons required by the Courts to perform community service.



VI. Conclusion

An urban context is a reflection of the society which produced

it. In this respect, George town presents a simple but disturbing image.

As the Cayman Islands grew as an international banking and tourist

centre, most traditions and older developments have given way to

external forces which have produced a downtown not in keeping with an

island of this size. These developments have produced several problems

that plague the day-to-day existence of the capital.

George Town has followed one set pattern of development since

the late 19605. The increased air traffic and international banking and

corporate facilities, have forced many residents in the central area to

relocate, leaving their land open for multi-storey office developments.

The rapid growth experienced in the late 1960 s and early 1970 s forced

Government to provide more essential services, and as a result, it

embarked on an expansive building programme of which the Legislative

Assembly and Court Buildings, along with Police Headquarters and port

facilities were constructed. Unfortunately, this construction proved to

be the forerunner of the destruction of most green open spaces and

continual removal of trees. Developers, following planning guides, have

created a C.B.D. that is comprised of multi-storey office buildings

surrounded by a 'sea' of automobiles.

As a result, George Town is, understandably, hot and suffers

from unbearable glare. Due to economic forces, many stores that cater

almost exclusively to local residents have moved into outlying areas.

The result of this development pattern is the limited diversity found in

the town centre today.

This lack of diversity stands out as a major factor related to

traffic congestion. Every year it becomes harder and harder to

complete all of one's business in George Town without using the car.

With the development of the Airport-Industrial area and the siting of

restaurants and local stores on the West Bay Road, together with the

growth of suburban supermarkets, the C.B.D. is now almost restricted

to offices, banks, and duty-free stores. Lunchtime traffic could be

considerably reduced given a increased variety of places to eat in the

town centre within easy walking distance of offices

George Town's lack of diversity also affects the tourist. The

visitor to George Town finds a large supply of duty-free stores offering

everything from watches, cameras and jewelry to fine china, crystal

and perfumes. Beyond this, though, the visitor finds little by way of

authentic Caymanian craft, few historical buildings or sites, and no

museums or other points of interest. For other attractions, the tourist

must leave George Town. Fortunately, the southern end of Harbour

Drive is still dominated by structures that are typical of old 'tropical'

architecture. This area, overlooking a
<

small peaceful harbour, is a

natural drawing point for the tourist. Nearby are many older

Caymanian houses and small pathways leading into the residential area.

The tourist potential of this section of George Town is undeniable and

should be left undisturbed for its historical value.
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As George Town has grown, so has the traffic and related

problems. From a mere 2,000 cars in 1970 to over 11,000 in 1985, the

result is that most roads running into the capital from the districts are

at, or above, their designed capacity. Thus, bumper-to-bumper traffic

during rush hours has become a common sight. Parking in town has

become next to impossible to achieve, at least, not where one wants to,

and street parking is rampant. Traffic during the lunch hours is very

heavy as many people from the area return to nearby homes to eat

while others drive to outlying restaurants.

Solutions to the traffic problems are essential before meaningful

discussion can take place on other matters of urban design. While

discussions have, in fact, been initiated by government on the

construction of a multi-storey parking facility, such a solution will have

a limited life span. The obvious solution to parking and, indeed, traffic

congestion leading into town, is to have fewer cars attempting to enter

town. This, as has been shown, could be achieved by the introduction of

satellite parking and public transit. The development of these two

alternative systems would allow car owners freedom of choice. As

parking gets more and more expensive and difficult to find and traffic

congestion during rush hour grows even worse, these alternatives will be

necessary. Simultaneous with the introduction of these alternatives

should come an improvement in the pedestrian realm. Most important

is the introduction of shade, especially in the form of trees and plants.

The proposed park south of the Court Building would reduce heat as

well as provide eating and resting areas for downtown, highly important

since the loss of the 'Princess Royal Park', now the site of the

Legislative Assembly Building. The greening should not be restricted

only to this area, but written into future codes as requirements for new

developments.

Beyond the alternative traffic system and greening proposal for

George town, new developments should be pursued to increase variety

in town. The most important from the viewpoint of this thesis, would

be the civic pier development. This development, proposed as a joint

government-private project, would not only solve the problems inherent

in the lack of diversity, but would simultaneously provide proper landing

facilities for the increasing cruise ship passengers.

The introduction of a craft or trade school has its own merit and

would be most appropriately placed in eastern George Town where a

sensitive environment needs careful attention. The tourism and

educational potential of this project would provide a welcomed

attraction to the town.

Developments in the future should be required to offer more to

the public realm including adequate sidewalks, shading and places to sit.

A substantial planting programme should be outlined before planning

approval is given. These programmes should be a joint effort between

the developer and a long-term planning team whose responsibility must

be continuity of planning policies.

In conclusion, it should be said that the most important task
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facing the Caymans in terms of future George Town development, is

the establishment of a long-term urban design goal through the proper

legislative channels and this must remain on track throughout its

implementation. The development of alternative traffic systems, the

importance of shade and rest areas, as well as a plan for diversification,

cannot be over-emphasized if proper development for George Town is

to be ensured. Failure to follow this path will, undoubtedly, see the

continuation of the development cycle of the past fifteen years, one

that has created the problems highlighted in this thesis.

The apathy for quality development must be checked and values

more appropriate for an island setting must now be adopted.
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